A1 Course Plan
Module

1
Making an
introduction and
meeting new people

2
Talking about
companies

3
Describing the
workplace

4
Talking about
departments

5
Talking about
products

Objectives

Vocabulary & Grammar

- Make an introduction and talk about your job.
- Ask about other people’s names and jobs.
- Spell names and email addresses using the
English alphabet and the names of symbols.
- Talk about tasks you do for your job and ask
others what they do.
- Use specific phrases to exchange email
addresses with others.
- Roleplay meeting new people in different
contexts.

Vocabulary:
Job titles
Work tasks
English Alphabet
Common symbols
Grammar:
Indefinite articles a/an
Possessive adjectives
Simple present tense

- Talk about companies and products from
around the world.
- Describe features of companies from around
the world.
- Exchange phone numbers with colleagues and
clients.
- Describe companies and offices by talking
about quantities of people and spaces.
- Share quantities of different nouns in the
office.

Vocabulary:
Countries & nationalities
Types of products
Numbers 0-100
Grammar:
Contractions (don’t/
doesn’t and isn’t aren’t)
Possessive adjectives
How many?
There is/There are

- Use adjectives to describe the culture of a
company.
- Use the present simple to ask about workplace
benefits and amenities.
- Ask when and where questions about others'
workplaces.
- Share your likes and dislikes about your
workplace.

Vocabulary:
Company culture adjectives
Company benefits
Locations
Work life pros and cons
Grammar:
Simple present tense
When? and Where?
Express likes and dislikes

- State your work responsibilities and those of
others.
- Describe the responsibilities of different
departments in a company.
- Ask questions about office departments and
employee tasks.

Vocabulary:
Work responsibilities
Department names
Grammar:
Simple present tense
Which? and What?

- Use adjectives to describe different types of
products.
- Describe company types and their products.
- Ask and answer questions about qualities,
prices, and features of products.
- Use numbers up to 99,999 to describe
quantities at work.

Vocabulary:
Names of products
Product adjectives
Numbers and prices
Grammar:
Use adjectives
Use “that” to connect ideas
How much?/How many?

Module

6
Attending work
events

7
Using technology

8
Transportation and
commuting to work

Objectives

Vocabulary & Grammar

- Answer questions about the days and months
of events at work.
- Ask and answer questions about the time, day,
and month of events at work.
- Ask and answer questions about the location of
work events.
- Ask questions and propose ideas for an event.
- Invite colleagues to events. Accept and decline
invitations from others.

Vocabulary:
Months and days
Frequency words (once,
twice, etc.)
Work events
Locations
Grammar:
When? and Where?
Express time
Propose ideas and state
preferences
Can you?

- Describe the technology we use at work.
- Talk about technology issues and offer
solutions.
- Give and ask for instructions for using
technology at work.
- Ask questions about technology and talk about
the functions of technology.
- Use sequence words to understand and give
clear instructions for using technology at work.
- Ask questions and talk about online tech tools
and their uses.

Vocabulary:
Electronics and online
tools
Tech functions
Common actions for tech
Grammar:
Can/can’t
Questions with can
Simple present tense
Sequencing
Give instructions with
imperatives

- Students will describe their commutes to the
office.
- Describe a past business trip using adjectives
with was and were.
- Use ordinal numbers to talk about dates of
events and business trips.
- Identify the pros and cons of the
transportation available in different cities.

Vocabulary:
Forms of transportation
Adjectives to describe a trip
Pros and cons vocabulary
Grammar:
Simple past tense with to
be
Ordinal numbers

In the A1 level
toolkit, you'll
find:
Interactive lessons
Printable homework
assignments
Module review
lessons

